Abstract

In this paper, database for isolated handwritten Marathi simple words (not contains compound character known as ‘Jodakshare’) was developed. Commonly used 50 words are chosen and total 20210 handwritten Marathi word samples database was developed. Generalized segmentation methodology is proposed here which is applicable to any simple, handwritten Marathi word containing any number of characters. The segmentation algorithm first detects header cap (‘Shirorekha’) that separates top modifiers and core area of the word. Statistical information and vertical projection is used for further segmentation process. The segmentation algorithm proposed here is applicable to any Marathi plain word having any number of characters also can equally applicable to many other languages like
Hindi, Sanskrit, Nepali and Konkani which are similar in structure. Using proposed algorithm maximum 95.31 percent segmentation is achieved for 'Daar' word and average segmentation achieved is 82.17 percent.
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